
7.28.2020 

Health & Safety Committee 

 

Present: Bill Holman, Brain Smith, Jennifer Hightower, Amy Conway, Jennifer Zimmer, Dr. 

David White, Rachel Lyon, Dr. Summer Day, Amanda Camin, Carolyn Shoemaker 

 

Introductions - due to involving new members 

 

Recap from previous meeting… 

 

- Oversight Committee still working through options to present to school community 

- We need to understand a lot of work has already been conducted and we need to 

reference this work first before making changes 

 

Bullet List to Cover 

 

- Awareness and practices concerning COVID entering school building 

- First Document “Draft, When to Stay Home/When to Return/Exclusion from 

School 

- This document should be used to help clarify when not to bring student to 

school 

- Recommended - Version with cleaner graph 

- This needs to be communicated to many 

- Document uploaded from Indiana State Department of 

Health  

- Perhaps language used is (per most recent CDC guidelines) 

- Temperatures - Agreed to 100-degrees 

- Also, same policy of no fever for at least 24-hours 

- Does this need to be extended  

- Question - should we add when they can return with symptom? 

- Recommended - One symptom - stay home, see if it 

progresses, make decision next day 

- This is where adult and student screening could be 

different 

- Staff version, should contain (if not attributed to prior 

medical condition, etc.)  

- Need allowance for teacher to report and go home, no 

hesitation toward going home 

- Team agrees two documents (one for students, one for staff) 

- Initial checklist will be cleaned up 

- A clean guide with images will be added to help explain  

- Recommended - “Should I Go to School Today?” becomes 

the title for more direct student communication with an 

information graphic 



- Task - Make edits and submit document to communication 

subcommittee (change name to “guidelines”) 

- Try to enforce the practice of being overly cautious 

when  possible, “when in doubt, stay home” also, state 

there is still a risk (CHOP document can be referred)  

- For Staff 

- Potentially have an attestation doc?  

- Change mask language  

- Exclusion from school/school activities -  

- Change language “watch for 24-hours” 

- Also, ensure language covers all school activities  

 

- Proposed Schedules 

- Options will be proposed to community during forum 

- AAEBB schedule (E - online day, contact parents, etc.) 

- Possibly having different schedule at elementary/primary compared to 

secondary 

- Offer online option  

- Other option - have ⅕ rotate out each day to keep class size lower each 

day 

 

- Testing Update 

- Ability to test large amounts of students in the fall 

- This is a local project - hoping for mid-fall 

- Cost is still $125 

 

 

Next Meeting Date 

- Thursday, August 30 - 7:00 am 

- Continue covering major points of reopening 

- Example - mask language, social distancing 

 


